Review
Oberlin Artist Recital Series: The Cleveland Orchestra
with Gianandrea Noseda & Massimo La Rosa (February 8)
by Daniel Hathaway
The Cleveland Orchestra's 211th visit to the
Oberlin Artist Recital Series in Finney
Chapel last Friday evening featured two
debuts: Gianandrea Noseda's as guest conductor, and principal trombonist Massimo
La Rosa's as concerto soloist. Nino Rota's
sunny Trombone Concerto shared the program with two more emotionally complicated Russian works by Rachmaninoff and
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One of the pieces featured during Sergei
Rachmaninoff's visit to Severance Hall in
1942 was his 1907 tone poem, The Isle of the Dead, based on a symbolist painting by
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said Vladimir Nabokov, could be found hanging in every Berlin home. Rachmaninoff
saw only a black and white photograph of the strange Toteninsel with its mysterious pair
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it took hold of his imagination strongly enough to inspire a 20-minute piece.
Noseda invited the large audience into the
murky scenario with a hushed introduction, a
lulling, irregular barcarolle pattern in 5/8
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that when 3/4 time eventually took over, the
more regular meter sounded strange. A brass
chorale announced an orchestral frenzy
capped by a huge, rhythmical climax. A funereal cortège led to a reprise of the opening
music. Though Rachmaninoff's original view
of Toteninsel was necessarily monochromatic, his orchestration is shot through with
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attention to pace and balance.
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choral, orchestral and chamber music who died in 1979, has been dominated by his suc.0==A4>3L67=.9<0=89>,-6C>39=030A<9>019<<,8.9*0110<0664,8/<,8.4=9</9::96, >A,=/06423>1?6>930,<9809134=898.4807,>4.A9<5=>98423>>30 Trombone Concerto, played so brilliantly by Massimo La Rosa.
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“That's what's at the heart of my music." And indeed, that was the prevailing emotion in
his brief, pithy and instantly attractive concerto for an instrument that doesn't get many
moments in front of the orchestra.
Rota has a masterful way of spinning
whole movements out of single ideas,
sometimes very basic ones. The opening
Allegro giusto began with leapy, fanfarish
material which found a promising rhythmic
groove, then turned into a wistful little
dance. The Lento, ben ritmato was based
on a short-short-long rhythm that burrowed
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repeated notes in the orchestra (strangely
reminiscent of the opening of
Mendelssohn's Italian Symphony). Other rhythmic motives took over before the music
calmed into a sweet trombone aria against broken chords and ended in an outburst of
brassy élan.
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Rosa brought the message across eloquently with strong and cheerful support from
Noseda and the orchestra. His tone was always handsome, especially in the lyrical slow
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hands, the trombone can be fully as eloquent a concerto soloist as the cello (composers,
take note!).
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gloom. Composed two years after the end of the second World War and after the composer's heart attack, fall and concussion, the sixth has plenty of mixed emotions to convey from its shocking opening brass razzes to its abrupt conclusion.
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perfect din of screaming winds in the Largo, which subsides into eerie comments from
piano and celesta before the keening resumes. The third movement Vivace follows the
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almost anything here, but no idea or emotion sticks around for very long.

The Cleveland Orchestra played with exceptional brilliance, due in no small part to Gi,8,8/<0,!9=0/,=5480>4.:<0=08.098>30:9/4?7 0M,460/,>>30,4<6450,>47:,84=>
he did hip-swiveling dance steps, he reached higher and higher as phrases mounted upward until it seemed as though his arms were growing longer each time. What might have
seemed self-indulgent in other conductors became completely genuine with Noseda, so
deeply was he immersed in the music and eager to transmit it through the orchestra to the
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hands and escalated to stamping feet.
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